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Almost every month brings something new in Warsaw. With
nearly 2 million people, Poland’s capital city has been
developing fast ever since the once-communist nation

joined the European Union in 2004. From skate parks and roof
gardens to historic palaces and some of Europe’s most modern
buildings, visitors of all ages will find plenty do see and do in this
city that aspires to be trendy. Here are some suggestions:

What’s new
The POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews that opened

in October has become the center of the city’s reborn Jewish cul-
ture. The building is a piece of exquisite, inspired glass and con-
crete architecture. Its vast exhibition may require two visits. The
museum is closed on Tuesdays, but is free on Thursdays.

Most of Warsaw’s tourist attractions are on the left, or western
bank of the Vistula River. But the new Soho Factory area in Minska
Street 25, in the somewhat forgotten Praga district on the eastern
bank, is well worth crossing the river for. The pre-World War II
ammunition depot and post-war motorbike factory was an aban-
doned, rundown neighborhood, just like industrial sections of
downtown New York City, before being turned into an arts com-

munity with galleries, exhibition and conference space, a chic
restaurant and a museum about life under communism. The
museum offers tours of communist-era architecture, a look at a
typical small apartment, a taste of cherry vodka and a ride in a
militia van.

Although it’s five years old, in this city with sites dating back to
medieval times, the Copernicus Science Center is one of the new-
er attractions - complete with long lines for its immensely popu-
lar, giant interactive playground, designed to help children see
the scientific side of facts and phenomena that we usually take
for granted. It teaches through experiment and entertainment
and appeals to visitors of all ages. Tickets can be booked online
but booking is only in Polish. The visit can be combined with a
walk in a nearby garden on the roof of the Warsaw University
Library. Although there since 2002, the garden never fails to
impress.

Classic attractions
Don’t miss the Old Town: colorful Renaissance houses on cob-

bled stone streets, rebuilt from the ruins of World War II. The story
of the city’s 1944 struggle is told by the Warsaw Rising Museum.

Essentials for visiting Warsaw

from what’s new to classics 

People walk along the newly-opened Vistula river Boulevards.

A worker polishes a recently restored monument to the fight-
ers of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1943 Memorial.

People walk past the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish
Jews on the right and Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1943
Memorial, left, in Warsaw.

A cafe is ready for customers in the morning in Savior Square in Warsaw, Poland. — AP photos

People walk along the new Vistula river boulevard in
Warsaw.


